Web Page and Answerman Report
2007

The answerman continues to be a very popular part of our FFLA, with 100's of emails from across the world, thanks to a link at our website and it's publication in our newsletter. In the last year we have helped 27 people who are looking to purchase their own towers, so far we have confirmed 8 towers saved and matched with new owners, the latest being the Waltham, MA tower being rebuilt in TN. 22 inquires about putting towers on to the NHLR were answered, the latest being a removed and re-erected tower in Michigan.

Since the end of Dec. 07 emails requesting lookout job information were received and answered. Among the remaining massive amount of emails were requests for lookout plans, historical information, photo data sent and requested, requests for educational help, business requests, a myriad of general lookout questions, forwards to all FFLA directors for local lookout help and 1,000's of spam and phishing emails.

Respectfully submitted,
Henry Isenberg FFLA Answerman